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Engineering of the transmission 
networkfor the fourth 
television channel SUMMARY 

The factors involved in the planning and construction of the 
D. S. CHAMBERS, TEng(CEI), AMIERE* IBA's u.h.f. fourth channel network and the overall technical 

design requirements of the main transmitting stations are 
discussed in terms of the environmental, reliability and 
performance requirements. Transmitter configurations and the 
philosophy adopted for the control and monitoring systems 
are presented. The decision to introduce a new type of 
klystron which results in savings in both cost and building 
space is contrasted against the other available options of 
tetrodes or older type klystrons. Unattended operation is used 
at all sites and consequently a major goal is reliability, both 
in termqof failure rate and stability of performance and the 
results obtained discussed. Stringent filtering is required of 
the lower sideband transmitted at high-power transmitter 
sites using Ch. 21. The station supervisory system uses 
microprocessor-based control and monitoring techniques. 
The programme input equipment arrangements are also 
discussed. The decision was made to use all solid-state 

Independent Broadcasting Authority, Engineering Division, transposers up to the 200 W power level, at u.h.f. relay 
Crawley Court, Winchester, Hants 5021 20A stations. 

1 Introduction 
U.h.f, television broadcasting in the United Kingdom is 
provided by the Independent Broadcasting Authority and 
the British Broadcasting Corporation through a terrestrial 
network of 51 high and medium power transmitters having 
effective radiated powers (e.r.p.) of 20 kW to 1000 kW. This 
coverage is further supplemented by 570 relay stations 
with e.r.p.s of up to 20 kW to fill the unserved areas 
between the main stations, and is still being extended. 

At the Stockholm European Broadcasters Conference in 
1961 the UK was allocated groups of four channels for use 
at common main transmitter sites so that four programme 
services could be provided from each location. U.h.f. 
transmissions began in 1964, when the BBC introduced a 
second service (BBC-2) to supplement its main service 
(BBC-I) which was broadcasting only on v.h.f., as was the 
Independent Television Service (ITV-l), using the 405-line 
monochrome standard. In the late 1960s both the BBC 
and the Independent Television Authority (now the 
Independent Broadcasting Authority) began duplication of 
their v.h.f. services, BBC-1 and ITV-I, on u.h.f. The 
objectives of this were first to provide a 625-line colour 
service using the Phase Alternation Line (PAL) system, 
and secondly to permit the phasing out of the obsolete 
v.h.f. 405-line service when u.h.f. coverage became 
adequate. 

Following from these developments the current situation 
is that the BBC-1, BBC-2 and ITV-1 u.h.f. 625-line colour 
services are available to some 98.8% of the UK population, 
and both broadcasters are presently engaged in the 
construction of several hundred more small relay stations 
to provide coverage to the areas that remain unserved. 

In the Spring of 1979, the IBA was authorized to 
proceed with the provision of the, until then, unallocated, 
fourth channel. In the Broadcasting Act 1980 the 
government required that the fourth channel service in 
Wales would be fundamentally different from that in the 
rest of the UK. A Welsh language service, Sianel Pedwar 
Cymru (S4C) was to be provided by the Welsh Fourth 
Channel Authority but funded and transmitted by the IBA, 

the programmes for the rest of the UK being provided by a 
different company, subsequently the Channel Four 
Television Company. 

Fig. 1. Fourth channel programme distribution network 
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This paper deals with the engineering planning, design, The distribution network Channel Four service 
specification and construction of the tr%smitte;netw&k 
for these additional services, both of which commenced 
programme service in November 1982. 

2 Review of Overall Planning Aspects 
It was estimated that a period of about three years was 
required to set up the administration and programming 
arrangements necessary for the new channel and also to 
organize the required vision and sound national distri- 
bution network which would be largely provided by 
British Telecommunications. The IBA decided that a new, 
wholly owned, subsidiary company (Channel Four) would 
act as a central source of programmes for the UK (apart 
from Wales). This differs from the existing ITV network, 
which comprises fifteen independent companies who in 
varying degrees individually act as the programme sources 
for the rest of the network, as well as providing their own 
local programmes. 

therefore a fixed, (not switched), network with the 
programme emanating from a single studio centre in 
London. In addition a contribution network is provided so 
as to enable individual ITV companies to contribute to the 
Channel Four programming. The network is shown in 
Fig. 1. The vision and sound signals are transmitted over 
the British Telecommunications network, using the 'sound 
in syncs' technique, then via the regional programme 
company studios to the local Programme Injection Point 
(PIP) in the transmitter network. The need for the Channel 
Four programme signal to be routed through the regional 
contractor stems from the decision made by the IBA that 
the ITV Regional Company be responsible for obtaining 
and inserting advertising material. The 3-year time-scale 
required to set up the Channel Four company and to 
provide the distribution and contribution network was 
therefore a critical limiiing factor in determining an 
opening date for the service. The number of transmitters 

Fig. 2. Fourth channel transmitter network construction plans 1981-86 
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Table 1. Plans for the construction of the Fourth Channel transmitter network 

Year 
1981/2 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

Main station completions 31 13 7 
Relay station completions (existing sites) 94 33 95 143 160 
Relay station completions (new sites) 43 60 60 60 60 50 

Completions per year 168 106 162 203 220 50 

that could be provided within this time scale was also 
limited by the IBA's financial and engineering manpower 
resources and the capabilities of manufacturers to supply 
and in some cases install equipment. After examining these 
factors a plan was evolved which led to an initial service 
opening date of November 1982 with an 87% population 
coverage of the UK and 90% coverage in Wales. The initial 
plan was also designed to provide at least 70% coverage in 
each of the existing ITV regions throughout the UK. This 
level of coverage required a total of 31 u.h.f. main stations 
and 81 relays to be constructed and ready for service for 
the opening of the service. 

Following this first phase of work, a plan was also 
evolved for the remaining stations which would extend the 
coverage to the rest of the UK by 1987. The plan for the 
total project is illustrated in Fig. 2 and summarized in 
Table 1. 

It can be seen that by the end of 1982 more relay 
stations than the 81 originally envisaged have been 
completed-this was achieved by equipping new relay 
stations (which were being built to extend the existing ITV 
coverage), from January 1982 onwards with both ITV-1 
and fourth channel equipment. In addition it was also 
found necessary to add a further 13 relay stations in Wales 
to improve coverage in predominantly Welsh speaking 
areas. 

In determining the detailed construction plans for the 

Fig. 3. Typical schematic of 4-channel main stations 

Fig. 4. Typical schematic of 4-channel 200 W and I kW relay 
stations 

transmitting stations numerous factors, both technical and 
non-technical, had to be considered, the primary of these 
being defining what work had to be carried out. When the 
first u.h.f. transmitting stations were designed and built in 
the period 1967/73 the primary power capability (at 1 l kV 
or 415 V 3-phase, or 240 V single phase) was provided at 
the outset on the basis of four services. Consequently all 
that was required for the fourth channel was the provision 
of additional cabling, switchboards and voltage regulators. 
Similarly, at both main and relay stations the existing 
transmitting aerial systems (with the exception of three 
main stations) were designed and built on the basis of 
eventual four-channel operation, the transmitting aerials 
being provided as either four-channel aerials or two two- 
channel aerials. Receiving aerials at sites employing re- 
broadcast techniques also generally provided for the fourth 
channel. 

At main stations the necessary site space was available 
to provide for the required extensions to the existing ITV-1 
building. In the case of u.h.f. relay stations, space in the 
existing ITV-1 accommodation area had been provided for 
any future equipment for the fourth channel. 

Block schematics of typical fourth channel u.h.f. main 
and relay stations are given in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. It can be 
seen that the new technical equipment required comprised 
the following: 

Main Stations- Transmitter 
Two-channel combining filter 
Programme input equipment 
Telemetry and supervisory equipment 
Automatic voltage regulators and 

Switchboard 
Relay Stations- Transposer 

Two-channel splitting and combining 
filters 

Telemetry and supervisory equipment 
(at high power relays, i.e. 200 W 
and 1000 W transposer sites) 

As with the existing ITV-I network the new transmitters 
were specified for unattended and fully automatic 
operation, with provision for the status of the transmitters 
to be fed to the IBA's Regional Operation Centres (ROC). 
These had already been designed' to accommodate the 

Fig. 5. Typical schematic of 4-channel 2/10 W relay 
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fourth channel supervisory function with limited hardware 
and software modifications. 

The most important of the other factors that influenced 
the construction plan were: 

(a) The capacity of manufacturers to supplj. and in 
some cases, install equipment. 

(b) The engineering resources available within the IBA, 
having regard for other major projects such as the 
extension of the existing u.h.f. ITV-1 network at new 
sites, the development of ROCs and of the 
Independent Local Radio Network. 

(c) The desirability of standardization of equipment 
types within each IBA maintenance area. For 
example, in Northern Ireland all main u.h.f. 
transmitters for Channel Four were supplied by 
Marconi Communication Systems and similarly all 
transmitters in North Wales were supplied by Pye 
TVT. 

(d) The building order, which is governed by several 
factors such as the inter-dependence of certain 
stations where the programme feed is provided by 
off-air reception. Also the need to maximize the 
population coverage on an equitable basis both 
nationally and regionally. 

(e) The need to plan and control the project with 
sufficient time margins that the transmission date for 
the opening of Channel Four and S4C in November 
1982 was, as far as possible, guaranteed. 

(f) An important technical factor was the need to delay 
the construction of those stations operating on 
Ch. 21 (vision carrier 471.25 MHz), at the lower edge 
of Band IV. This was necessary to give as much time 
as possible for the specification, design, development 
and manufacture of the special filters required at 
these particular sites. 

(g) The involvement of the BBC, who are responsible for 
providing buildings and other common facilities 
(such as aerials, where required, and channel 
combining filters) at 50% of the sites. (The IBA and 
the BBC have a landlordltenant arrangement 
whereby the landlord provides the common works.) 

The above factors were taken into account in drawing 
up the overall plan shown in Fig. 2. Construction work on 
the first buildings commenced in Spring 1980 and the 
installation of transmitters and other technical equipment 
started in March 1981. By November 1982 the early 
construction targets for the opening of the new service had 
been met and work on the remaining stations was on 
schedule. 

3 Technical Aspects of Station Design 
3.1 Technical Developments Influencing the 

Station Design 
Since the first IBA u.h.f. transmitter network was designed 
and built in the period 1967173 several significant technical 
developments have occurred and these, together with other 
factors, have influenced the overall station design concepts 
developed for the fourth channel main and relay stations. 
The most important of these was the availability of new 
high-power u.h.f. klystron amplifiers which are more 
efficient, physically smaller and capable of operation over 
the whole of Bands IV and V with one type of tube (three 
types were previously required). Secondly, the develop- 
ment of new solid-state linear u.h.f. amplifying devices has 
increased the power level at which the common vision and 
sound mode of operation can be employed, which is 
particularly relevant at u.h.f. relay stations. In addition, 
there is the availability of microprocessor-based systems 
which can be applied to the monitoring and control 

functions of transmitters. and to the overall station. and 
also has enabled these systems to Ix integrated H-ith the 
existing Regional Operation Centres. 

3.2 Transmitters 
3.2.1 Transmitter configurations 
The existing ITV-1 network only uses two transmitting 
system configurations. Parallel transmitters are used at 
those stations which are considered crucial to an 
individual programme contractor and or have large 
population coverage. At stations rated as less crucial a 
passive reserve system is used. In this latter arrangement a 
three-klystron configuration is employed whereby the 
'main' transmitter comprises separate vision and sound 
klystrons and the 'reserve' transmitter a single klystron 
operating at low power (3 to 7 dB below the station's 
normal output power) in the common sound and vision 
mode. Schematics of these configurations are given in Figs. 
6 and 7. 

Fig. 6. Schematic of basic parallel transmitter configuration 

Fig. 7. Schematic of basic passive reserve transmitter 
configuration 

The above criteria were reviewed and refined for 
application to the fourth channel network with the 
following conclusions: 

(a) Stations crucial to each programme company would 
have parallel transmitters. These would in general be 
the stations at Programme Injection Points (i.e. 
stations fed directly from the local programme 
contractor's studio with video and sound signals). 

(b) Stations having a population coverage (including 
other dependent stations) in excess of 1 million, 
would have parallel transmitters. 

(c) Passive reserve transmitter configurations would be 
used at stations already employing a passive reserve 
system for ITV where a 5-minute transmission break 
on transmitter changeover is already acceptable. In 
addition this configuration would also be used at 
stations operating at 100 kW e.r.p. or less. 

3.2.2 Choice of amplifier devices 
The design of a high power u.h.f, transmitter is dominated 
by the choice of output amplifier and consequently is the 
most important factor in any specification of requirements. 
For the existing ITV-1 network of transmitters, integral 5- 
cavity klystrons have been employed in 25 kW and 40 kW 
peak sync power transmitters operating in parallel 
configurations (50 kW and 80 kW output powers). At 
lower power stations, requiring output powers of 20 kW 
peak sync or'less, external 4-cavity 1011 1 kW klystrons have 
been employed in both parallel and passive reserve 
configurations. Most of these transmitters were designed 
and installed in the period 1968173 and the need for 5- 
cavity high-gain klystrons was related to the r.f. drive 
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Dower available from solid-state devices which 
;as limited to a maximum of about 2 W peak sync. 

In the mid-1970s solid-state amplifiers capable of 
providing more than 50 W peak sync power became 
available and klystron manufacturers were able to take 
advantage of this and develop relatively low gain/low 
perveance external 4-cavity klystrons which could offer 
significant advantages in terms of efficiency and size 
(perveance = IB/V2/2, where 1, is the beam current and VB 
the beam voltage). Experience with the existing klystrons 
used for ITV-1, in respect of performance and reliability, 
demonstrated they were very satisfactory, with average 
lifetimes exceeding 30,000 hours. There was clearly an 
advantage in continuing with the device whose charac- 
teristics were known, particularly in the light of the crucial 
importance of meeting the planned on-air service date for 
the fourth channel. Nevertheless, following an initial 
evaluation of the new Philips/Valvo YK1220 (15 kW peak 
sync power) and YK1230 (25 kW peak sync power) 
 klystron^,^ it was decided to invite transmitter manu- 
facturers to tender for alternative designs of transmitter 
using either the existing or the new types of klystron. 

The technical appraisal carried out by the IBA on the 
new klystrons showed that they offered a significant 
number of potential advantages: 

(a) Eflciency. The beam conversion efficiency (r.f. peak 
sync power to beam power ratio times 100%) was in 
the range 42% to 47% depending on the operating 
channel, compared with 25-35% for the existing 
klystrons used for ITV-1 transmitters. 

(b) Size and Weight. The smaller physical size of the 
tubes permitted a more compact and standardized 
transmitter layout. Together with the smaller power 
supply arising from the higher efficiency, this would 
result in a much smaller transmitter, particularly at 
the 25 kW level, and in turn in smaller buildings and 
lower construction costs. 

(c) Frequency Coverage. Only two types of klystron with 
standardized accessories would be required for the 
complete network of main station transmitters 
(earlier designs used for ITV-1 required six types of 
tube to cover Bands IV and V and the range of 
transmitter powers required). 

(d) Cooling. The collector is vapour cooled and this with 
air cooling of the body and cavity assembly would 
enable a pumpless cooling system to be used at the 
25 kW peak sync power level. This reduces the 
amount of rotating machinery and consequently 
increases reliability. 

(e) 'Warm-up' Time. The klystron heater may be 
operated at 'black-heat', without reduction of 
warranty tube running hours, using a reduced heater 
voltage of 4 3  V, thus permitting the application of 
the collector supply and full heater volts (5.5 V) 
simultaneously. The time for transmitter changeover 
in passive reserve systems is therefore reduced from 5 
minutes to less than 4 minute with consequent 
advantage to the viewer. 

It was clear, therefore, that there should be cost and 
technical advantage in specifying the YK1220 and YK 1230 
klystrons. However, being new, unproved devices and 
bearing in mind the crucial importance of meeting the 
opening date for the new service, there was a significant 
element of risk involved. 

One other option that needed consideration was the 
possibility of using tetrode-type amplifying devices. This 
possibility was examined and it was concluded for 
transmitters of 10 kW peak-sync power and above they 
offered no advantage in terms of cost of ownership and 

standardization of equipment. However, at three low- 
power (2 kW) sites it was decided to permit the use of 
tetrodes as at this power level they offered significant 
capital and revenue cost advantage. There were seyeral 

I 
reasons for deciding not to specify tetrodes at the higher 
power levels: 

(i) Experience with klystrons in the ITV-1 network had 
demonstrated excellent life characteristics which 
exceeded 30,000 hours with a large number of tubes 
attaining over 50,000 hours. Experience with u.h.f. 
tetrode tubes had indicated average lives of 7000 
hours or less. 

(ii) The relatively high gain available from klystrons 
(35-40 dB) results in an entirely solid-state trans- 
mitter up to the final amplifier stage. A separate 
vision and sound transmitter using tetrodes would 
require a total of 3 tubes. 

(iii) Valve manufacturers were offering 10 kW tetrodes 
but these were not developed to the stage where 
their reliability had been satisfactorily proved. 

(iv) Calculations of the 'cost of ownership', including 
energy costs, tube replacement and site maintenance 
visits indicated that even at the 10 kW power level, 
where tetrode designs (albeit unproved) existed, 
there was no significant advantage to be gained by 
the use of tetrode amplifiers. 

3.2.3 Transmitter specification and designs 
In order to meet the opening date of November 1982 it 
was necessary that some two stations per month be 
completed in a 15-month period. It was therefore decided 
to take advantage of the resources of the two major UK 
transmitter suppliers, Marconi Communication Systems 
Ltd (MCSL) and Pye TVT Ltd, each of which was 
awarded contracts worth approximately •’8,000,000. 
Detailed descriptions of the transmitter designs have been 
given in Refs. 3 and 4. These designs have evolved in 
liaison with the IBA's engineering staff against a detailed 
specification of requirements. The transmitter equipment 
provided by the two companies is: 

Pye TVT: 
1 off 2 x 40 kW parallel configuration (uses Varian 

type VA 950 HA klystron) 
9 off 2 x 25 kW parallel configuration (uses Philips/ 

Valvo YK 1230 klystron) 
13 off 15 kW passive reserve configuration (uses 

Philips/Valvo YK 1220 klystron) 

MCSL: 
12 off 2 x 15 kW parallel configuration (uses Philips/ 

Valvo YK 1220 klystron) 
I3 off 15 kW passive reserve configuration (uses 

Philips/Valvo YK 1220 klystron) 
Emphasis has been placed on minimizing building size, 

and subsequently cost, and on achieving a high degree of 
standardization. In order to illustrate the extent to which 
this has been achieved, Fig. 8 shows the technical 
installation layout for all MCSL transmitter equipped 
stations. The transmitter equipment is also illustrated in 
Fig. 9 which shows the parallel configuration. 

The layout at all Pye TVT 2 x 2 5  kW stations is as 
shown in Fig. 10 and demonstrates an area saving of about 
60% compared with ITV-1. The Pye TVT transmitters are 
illustrated in Fig. 11. 

The essential technical performance specification for the 
transmitters is set out in Appendix 2. This is broadly in 
line with previous specifications but the opportunity was 
taken to add and improve the requirements following 
experience with the existing ITV-1 network. 
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Fig. 8. MCSL 2 x 15 kW installation layout schematic 

(a) Stability of Performance. The IBA transmitter 
network is unattended and it is essential that satisfactory 
performance limits are maintained without frequent 
adjustment. Accordingly, the specification agreed with the 
manufacturers requires that the transmitters remain within 
the specified acceptance limits for a period of one month 
without re-adjustment. Measurements carried out on a 
fourth channel transmitter installed in 1981 using data 
logging and automatic measuring equipment have demon- 
strated that, following some initial modifications by the 
manufacturer, this goal will be met. 

The results obtained are given for eleven parameters in 
Fig.12, and illustrate the maximum and minimum value 

attained by each parameter at any particular time during 
the daily measured period. For the results shown the 
transmitters were operated from 083CL1730 hours over a 
period of 38 days. 

(b) Emironmental Conditions. One contributory factor 
to performance stability, and also to working conditions 
for maintenance staff. is the environmental condition 
within the transmitter building. The design and specifi- 
cation of the transmitter plant and building layouts took 
account of this en\lronmental requirement. The trans- 
mitter cooling system is provided with motorized louvres 
and sensing thermostats to utilize transmitter cabinet 
waste heat during winter periods so as to maintain a 
comfortable working temperature in the transmitter hall. 
During the summer periods, additional ventilation is 
provided using external air. 

The specification required that with external ambient 
temperatures of 0" to 18"C, internal temperatures would be 
in the range of 18" to 24•‹C. Above an external ambient of 
18'C the internal ambient temperature rise would not 
exceed 6•‹C. Measurements indicate that, following modifi- 
cations, these figures will be achieved. 

(c) Vision Carrier Random Phase Noise. It was 
appreciated at the specification stage that frequency 
synthesizers were now being used by both transmitter and 
receiver manufacturers to replace conventional crystal 
oscillator systems. In addition, some domestic receivers 
were also being designed with synchronous detectors in the 
vision demodulator chain in preference to envelope 
detectors. The presence of random phase noise degrades 
both the vision and sound channel noise performance, and 
the detailed effect of these phenomena have been discussed 
in Ref. 5. The most significant problem in the vision 
channel is caused by phase to amplitude noise conversion 
in synchronous detectors especially in the presence of any 
additional phase error due, for example, to incidental 
phase modulation (i.p.m.) introduced at the transmitter. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 13. 

It can be shown (see Appendix 1) that the noise-to-signal 
ratio due to phase noise conversion can be written as: 

noise-to-signal ratio (volts) = 0.0237$Jn sin 4, 

Fig. 9. MCSL 2 x 15 kW transmitter and other equipment 

Front View of MCSL 2xl5kW Transmitter 
Front View (looking from Ieh) of as follows.PIE. Control & Monitoring Racks. AVRs 
& Switchboard 
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Fig. 10. Pye TVT 2 x 25 kW installation layout 

The low frequency (40 Hz to 7.5 kHz) noise-to-signal 
specification for a main station transmitter is 50 dB (peak- 
to-peak unweighted). In order to meet this limit using a 
synchronous demodulator the i.p.m. specification was 
tightened from the figure of 6", used in previous ' specifications, to 4" and a random noise specification of I' 
peak-to-peak introduced. This corresponds approximately 
to a 56 dB signal to noise ratio and allows a margin for 
maintenance limits and tandem chain performance 
degradations. It should be emphasized that this specifi- 
cation does not assume any tracking of the phase noise, 
over the spectrum concerned, by the synchronous detector. 

3.3 Channel 21 Filters 
3.3.1 Filter requirements 

Channel 21 (471.25 MHz vision carrier frequency) is the 
lowest channel in the u.h.f. Band IV. In the UK fixed and 
mobile radio services operate in the portion of the 
spectrum immediately below this channel, i.e. 465- 
468 MHz. The Home Office, which was the satutory 
authority responsible for all broadcasting and communi- 
cation services, laid down a stringent specification for 
radiation on the lower vestigial sideband of Ch. 21 to 
minimize possible interference to these services. There are 
six high-power transmitter sites at which this requirement 

Fig. 11. Pye TVT 2 x 25 kW transmitter and other equipment 

Front WCW of PYE (w 2d5kW Tmnsmiaer Front View of PIE. Conbol b Monitoring Aacks. AVRs b Switchbosrd 
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Fig. 12,. Evaluation of stability of performance of the transmitters 

had to be met. In order to meet this specification 
additional filtering with the appropriate insertion loss 
characteristic was necessary at the output of the vision 
transmitter. A klystron behaves as a non-linear device 
when operated close to its saturated output capability, as 
is necessary for efficient vision operation. Consequently, in 
deriving a specification, any regenerated sidebands need to 
be added to the 'normal' lower sideband levels that would 
occur if a klystron were operating in an entirely linear 
mode with the level of lower sideband being primarily 
determined by the System I vestigial sideband filter in the 
i.f. circuits of the transmitter. In order to estimate the level 
of the regenerated lower sideband, signal tests were carried 
out using a 'worst-case' upper sideband modulation 

component which was assumed to occur with a 
modulating signal causing black-to white transitions. 

Using this 'worst-case' signal it was found that the 
regenerated level was of the order of -37 dB with respect 
to the peak sync level at frequencies up to 5 MHz (see 
Appendix 4). In order to derive the filter specification the 
regenerated level was assumed to add in RSS fashion .to 
the direct signal. The derived filter stopband specification 
together with the Home Office Specification and the 
expected theoretical levels of radiation are shown in 
Table 2. 

A filter design giving the necessary insertion loss 
characteristics has been developed by MCSL and takes the 
form of a Pcavity 'Rotamode' Chebyshev equal-ripple 

Table 2. Derivation of specification for Channel 21 filter for use at main stations 

A B C D E F G 
Level at 

Attenuation klystron Theoretical 
Attenuation due to v.s.b. Level at output plus Derived and expected 
due to charac- klystron regenerated Home Office actual filter radiated 

Frequency klystron teristic output signal specifi- spec. (dB) level 
(MHz) 1.s.b. (dB) (dB) (Note 2) (Note 3) cation (dB) (Notes 4 & 5) (Note 6) 

Notes: 
1 .  All levels are with respect to peak sync power level. 
2. Output from linear klystron taken as (A+ B + 17) dB. 
3. Output is regenerated signal assumed at -37 dB and is added in RSS fashion to the levels given in C. 
4. Derived specification under column F is given by ( E  - D). 
5. The actual values used in the specification are given under column F and contain a safety margin over the derived values. 
6. The expected theoretical level of unwanted re-radiated signal is given by F (actual) + D. 
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I 
Blach Level 

Fig. 13. Phase noise phase diagram 

bandpass filter. The filter consists of nine cylindrical 
waveguide cavity resonators operating in the TE 11 1 
mode, with input and output connections being made via 
stripline coupling loops inside the first and last resonators. 
Coupling between the resonators is provided by the 
inductive iris method. The term 'Rotamode' arises from the 
fact that the TE 111 mode field pattern rotates (i.e. it is 
circularly polarized). A more detailed description of 
'Rotamode' filters is given by Hutchinson in Refs. 6 and 8. 

The Ch.-21 filter is approximately 4 metres in length and 
0.5 metres in diameter and is illustrated in Fig. 14 together 
with its amplitude frequency response and group delay 
characteristics (correction of differential group delay is 
carried out at i.f, in the transmitter). Measurements of the 
actual radiated levels have been carried out on a complete 
transmitting system comprising transmitter, Ch.-21 filter 
and transmitting aerial. This demonstrated that the overall 
Home Office requirement had been met and that the levels 
assumed in the derivation of the specification were in close 
agreement with the results obtained in practice. (See 
Fig. 15.) 

Fig. 14. MCSL Channel 21 Rotamode filter and amplitude and 
group delay response 

Peak levd 
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hsquency (MH J 

Fig. 15. Channel 21 re-radiation limits and measured results 

3.3.2 System ZT pulse and amplitude frequency 
response 

One further problem to be overcome was found during the 
installation of equipment at site. The absolute delay time 
through the filter is about 45011s. Consequently, any 
impedance mismatch after the filter gives rise in the time 
domain to an echo signal at 900 ns or more (that is twice 
the filter delay), the amplitude of which is a function of the 
reflection coefficient of the load, filter pass loss and the 
return loss of the vision klystron amplifier. This also 
manifests itself in the frequency domain as an amplitude 
ripple in the measured frequency response. The magnitude 
of the effect, and the frequency and time domain 
relationships can, to a 1st order, be simply derived (see 
Appendix 3), and are as follows: 

amplitude of echo (%) (incident 
pulse amplitude equal to unity) = a2p, p, (1) 

max/min variation of frequency 
response (%) = 2(a2p1 p2) 

1000 
ripple frequency = - 

2T 
or E M H z  

1 

where 

p, = voltage reflection coefficient of klystron (%) 
pz = voltage reflection coefficient of filter load (%) 

rx = one-way transmission loss coefficient where loss in 
dB is given by 20 log a 

T = time taken for one traversal of the filter 
1 = the 'effective length' of the line or filter in metres. 

To illustrate the problem, if it is assumed that all the 
parameters have a flat frequency response and typical 
values are inserted into equations (1) and (2) above we 
have: 

pI  = 0-8 
p, = 0.05 

r2 = 0.94 (assumes 0-25 dB pass loss for the filter) 
7 = 450 ns 
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Amplitude frequency response 1 dB1div 1 MHzIdiv 

Group delay response 50nsldiv 1 MHzldiv 

2 T  pulse response 

Fig. 16. 2T and amplitude frequency response prior to 
quadrature feeding 

Then the amplitude of delayed echo is 3.8% and the 
peak-to-peak variation in frequency response is 0-67 dB at 
a ripple frequency of 1 . 1  MHz. These values are close to 
the results found in practice as illustrated in Fig. 16, and 
are unacceptable since the 2T pulse K rating specification 
of 2% is exceeded. 

This problem has been overcome at stations employing 

parallel transmitters b! introducing a simple quadrature 
feed arrangement whereby the reflected energy is diverted 
to a ballast load. The basic schematic of this arrangement 
is sho5-n in Fig. 17 and the resulting improvement can be 
seen by comparing Fig. 18 with the results in Fig 16. At 
stations employing the passive reserve transmitter 
configuration the quadrature solution cannot be used 
because the equipment is 'single ended'. For these stations 
it was necessary to match carefully. particularly at the 
vision carrier. the feeder system which terminates the 
Ch.-21 filters. 

3.4 Multichannel Combining Filters 
As indicated earlier, additional two-channel combining 

filters are required to enable the new fourth channel 
transmissions to be combined with the existing three 
services, BBC-I, BBC-2 and ITV-1. The existing equipment 
at main stations employs Lorenz ring combining units, 
which feed either a transmitting aerial which operates over 
four channels or two channels.' At stations employing 
four-channel aerials, and prior to the introduction of the 
fourth channel, these combiners were connected in a 
temporary three-channel arrangement. In the case of two- 
channel aerial stations the existing ITV channel was fed 
directly to the separate IBA aerial. In both cases, therefore, 
additional two-channel combining filters are required (see 
Fig. 19). These have been designed and manufactured by 
MCSL and are based on the 'Rotamode' principle used for 
the Ch.-21 filters previously discussed. In this case the filter 
comprises two cavity resonators. Each cavity is fitted with 
two coaxial ports which are connected internally by strip 
lines which couple to the cavities. The inter-cavity coupling 
is provided by an inductive iris. A simple schematic of the 
combining filter is given in Fig. 20. At frequencies remote 
from the resonant frequency of the cavities power fed into 
port 1 is transferred directly to the aerial port 2; ports 3 
and 4 being isolated from port 1. At resonance (F,) a TE,, 
wave is launched from port 3 and couples by directional 
coupler action to the aerial port 2. The passband response 
which requires to pass a single u.h.f. television channel is 
controlled by the dimensions of the strip lines and the 
circular iris. 

A detailed description of the 'Rotamode' combining 
filter has been given by Hutchinson,' and a complete two- 
channel combining unit is shown in Fig. 21. 

3.5 Control and Monitoring Equipment 
With the introduction of the fourth channel consideration 
was given to the methods to be used for the control and 
interfacing of the equipment at main u.h.f. transmitter sites. 
The opportunity was taken to review the methods used 
particularly in the light of the advances made in 
microprocessors and digital interfacing techniques since 

Fig. 17. Quadrature feed arrangement to improve 2T pulse and 
frequency response at parallel Channel 21 transmitter sites 

To Aerial 
System 
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- -- 
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2 T pulse 

Fig. 18. Effect of improving match at Channel 21 sites by using 
quadrature feed 

the original ITV-1 stations were designed in the late 1960s. 
The outcome of these considerations resulted in the 
decision to adopt a microprocessor/software-based 
approach rather than a conventional fixed logic/ 
hardwired-based solution for the transmitting station 
supervisory system designY The basic concept is illustrated 
in Fig. 22, whereby a microprocessor-based station 

Temporary Arrangement prior 
to Fourth Channel 

Final Arrangement 

&Channel &Channel 
Transmining Aerial Transmitting Aerial 

Larenz 
Ring $7 Lorenz 

B B C l  B B C 2  IN-1  
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, . 
{ 2 - ~ h  'i , Rolamode 1 \ '  

I 
IN -1  Fourth 

Channel 
2-Channel BBC 2-Channel IBA 2-Channel BBC 2-Channel IBA 
Tnnsmining Aerial Transmining Aerial Transmitting Aerial Tnnsmining Aerial 

Lorenz 

B E G 1  B B C 2  

Lorenz 
Ring 

B B C l  B B C 2  

I , . 
', Rotamade ) 
\ ' 

I 

I T W l  Fourth 
Channel 

Fig. 19. Configuration of main station channel combining 
equipment 

controller supervises the major functional subsystems on 
the transmitter site, namely: 

transmitters (via a transmitter controller) 
automatic measurement equipment (AME) 
programme input equipment (PIE) 
telemetry function 
re-broadcast reception diversity equipment (where 

provided) 
s.h.f. link equipment (where provided) 

A monochrome v.d.u. and a keyboard are provided from 
which a local operator can execute controls or display 
information from each of the subsystems. Up to eleven 
pages of information are made available including an 
index. Several methods of interfacing between the station 
controller and its subsystems are used depending on the 
volume of data, the transmission rates involved, and the 
relative location of the equipments. CCITT V24 serial data 
links using V28 voltage levels have been used to the v.d.u., 
telemetry modem and the transmitter controller. Parallel 
data links (non-bus type and IEEE 488 GPIB) have been 
used for the remaining subsystems. In the case of the serial 

Port 1 
Port 2 Wide Band 
la Aerial F, Channel Port 

Port 3 
Slanding Wave TE,, F, Single TE,, Mode Port 4 
(E Field) Channel Port (E  Field) Absorber 

Load 

- -- - - -- - - 

Fig. 20. Basic Rotamode combining unit schematic 
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Fig. 21. 2-Channel Rotamode combining filter 

link to the high power transmitters via the transmitter 
controller a fibre optic link has been employed using ASCII 
serial coded data. The fibre optic link provides noise 
immunity from r.f. fields, switching transients, and 
lightning discharge effects. The control equipment is 
contained in one of three racks used to house the control, 
monitoring and programme input equipment (see Fig. 9). 
The control rack houses the v.d.u., station controller and 
modems. 

The transmitter controller has been supplied separately 
as an integrated unit with the transmitters3, '' and controls 
the 'run-up', 'run-down' and changeover sequences of the 
transmitters. It is hardwired to the internal transmitter 
control circuits and is housed in the transmitter equipment 
racks. The interface to the station controller is by means of 
a serial 300 or 9600 baud optical fibre link, the data 
transmission rate being selected to suit the type of display 
device-teletype, v.d.u., etc. If the link between the 
transmitter and station controller fails then the 
transmitters and their controller will operate as an entirely 
self-sustaining automatic system. 

The main reasons for adopting the software-based 
approach were: 

(a) The interface between the transmitters and the 
station controller was standardized and defined at 

I Fig. 22. Overall station control and monitoring concept 

the outset-this was particularly important since the 
transmitters were of a new design. This standard 
interface was independent both of system configura- 
tions and their source of manufacture. 

(b) The system would be more intelligent, flexible and 
adaptable to change and could accommodate the 
variations between stations largelv in software. with 
minimal hardware differences. 

(c) The telemetry function (plus a modem to interface 
with the BT network) would be carried out by the 
station controller. 

(d) Once familiarity was gained with the system 
installation would be quicker. 

(e) The cost was expected to be less than using the 
earlier techniques of hardwired interfacing and 'fixed' 
logic. 

The use of television Automatic Measuring Equipment 
(AME) to monitor the technical performance of the ITV-I 
transmitter network has been described previously." This 
equipment measures thirteen parameters and is equipped 
with two sets of limits? 'caution' and 'urgent'. 

The 'caution' limit is used to raise an alarm indicating 
that the station performance is outside its maintenance 
limits. The 'urgent' alarm acts in an executive mode to 
automatically switch away from the faulty signal path. In 
addition the ROC can remotely call for performance data 
using numerical telemetry. 

Sipnal Path 
PIE Trmsmitters 

I 
A 4 

ITS 
Analysw ) I  

v v 
PIE AME Tmnsmitter 
ACU Supmisor Comrnller 

lEEE 488 
BUS(GPIB] t 

I SMim Contmller I 

PW to ROC 

Fig. 23. Schematic of automatic measuring equipment 
arrangements 

In the case of the fourth channel main stations a similar 
system has been provided but use has been made of 
microprocessor and software control techniques. The 
measuring unit or Insertion Test Signal (ITS) Analyser of 
the AME is not significantly different from earlier versions 
and is still based on analogue techniques. However, it is in 
the organization, control and processing of the measure- 
ments where microprocessor techniques have been 
introduced. This is carried out in the 'AME Supervisor', 
whose function is to store and process the numerical 
information from the ITS Analyser, average the results and 
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Fig. 24. Schematic of PIE (Video) 

generate control recommendations by reference to internal 
truth tables. Figure 23 shows how the system is arranged. 

In normal automatic operation, the analogue parameter 
values are converted into digital format (binary coded 
decimal [BCD]) for display and analysis. Arithmetis 
operations and analysis of the digital parameter values are 
carried out in the supervisor and communication with the 
station controller is via a general-purpose interface bus 
(GPIB) to the IEEE 488 Standard (1978). The software is 
based on an interrupt driven real-time multi-tasking 
executive. This controls the operation of separate specific 
task modules, interleaving them so that they appear to the 
user to be executed simultaneously. Self-testing is 
incorporated, with a degree of built-in diagnosis and fault 
display, together with signature analysis to assist further 
fault finding. 

There are six different transmitter systems in the fourth 
channel network from the point of view of automatic 
measurements, but the requirement is met with common 
hardware and the appropriate software. Routine measure- 
ments are carried out continuously, and when a parameter 
value is found to be outside a preset limit, the scanning 
routine is altered to investigate in more depth, trace the 
source and recommend a switching action where possible. 
Each parameter is in fact measured 16 times, and the 
results are stored and averaged before comparison with 
fixed limits. In this way the occasional 'wild' measurement 
is suppressed. Four sets of fixed limits have been 
provided-acceptance, maintenance, caution and urgent- 
in order of widening tolerance. Again, limit comparisons 
are performed several times over before proceedings to a 
recommendation, in order to minimize spurious 
recommendations. The limit values and the number of 
repetitions can readily be altered in e.p.r.0.m.s. This has 
already proved convenient in the early months of 
operation of the new network. With reference to Fig. 9 the 
right-hand rack houses the automatic monitoring 
equipment and the on-site subjective monitoring 
equipment (monochrome video monitor and loudspeaker). 

3.6 Programme Input Equipment 
Two basic configurations of programme input equipment 

I are required for the fourth channel-PIP (Programme 
Injection Point) stations and 'Non-PIP' stations. A PIP 
station receives its vision and sound signals direct from a 
local studio via British Telecom circuits. A Non-PIP 
station receives its programme feed from a PIP station 
using direct reception or microwave link. Basic schematics 
of the video and sound PIE systems used for a PIP station 
are given in Figs. 24 and 25. with the whole equipment 
arrangement being housed in a single rack as illustrated in 
Fig. 9. 

In order to arrange redundancy. dual signal paths are 
provided and monitored by programme detectors which 

Fig. 25. Schematic of PIE (Sound) 

automatically actuate changeover to the 'good' path in the 
event of failure. 

A facility is also provided for the automatic selection of 
an 'Apology' caption in the event of the loss of programme 
input signals from the British Telecom circuit. In addition, 
the IBA Test Card, Insertion Test Signals, up to seven 
different captions and a 400 Hz tone for the sound chain 
can be selected remotely by manual command from the 
ROC or the local on-site station controller v.d.u. Remote 
controls and indications of the PIE status are provided to 
the ROC and local v.d.u. via the interface with the station 
controller. 

The video and sound specification of performance 
requirements are given in Appendix 5. The specification 
limits have been set at the most stringent values which it 
was judged could be achieved economically in practice. 

3.7 Relay Stations 
The IBA network of ITV-1 u.h.f. relay stations currently 
comprises some 520 stations with output powers ranging 
from 2 W to I kW peak sync r.f. output power (see 
Table 3). In addition (as indicated earlier in Table 1) new 
low-power (less than 10 W) stations are planned at a 
construction rate of about 60 per year. As previously 
explained, the additional equipment required for the fourth 
channel at existing relay stations is limited to the provision 
of transposers and two-channel separating and combining 
units, plus modification of the existing telemetry system to 
carry the controls and indications to the ROC. 

Operational experience with all-solid-state transposers 
for ITV-1 at power levels up to 50 W peak sync 
demonstrated a significant improvement in reliability as 
compared with 50 W valve type transposers. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 26, which shows the reliability of the 
station in terms of breakdown time and the maintenance 
commitment. With the advent of the fourth channel, and 
the availability of new high-power u.h.f. transistors, it was 
possible to extend the all-solid-state philosophy to the next 
standard transposer power level of 200 W. As indicated in 
Table 3, the fourth channel network requires 57 stations at 
this power level. 

Previous ITV 200 W sites have been provided with 

Table 3. Transposer output power requirements for the Fourth 
Channel at existing sites (situation in January 1980) 

Transposer power level Number of sites 

1 kW 19 
200 W 57 
100W 2 
50 W 54 
25 W 23 
10W 192 
2 W  173 
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Fig. 26. On-site reliability comparison of 50 W valve and solid- 
state equipment 
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complete passive standby equipment because of the 
relatively poor reliability of therm~onic valve amplifiers 
and the populations covered by this class of station. In 
order to raise the necessary common mode 200 W r.f. peak 
sync vision and 40 W sound power, it was clear that 24 (or 
more) transistors would have to be operated in parallel, 
with the result that considerable in-built redundancy 

Valve 

-_/r , , ,\Solid stare 

Fig. 27. 200 W solid-state transposer schematic and 100 W 
amplifier schematic 
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exists. although redundancy is still required from the lo\\- 
power transposer s!-stem. Following from this it tvas 
decided that two low-power transposers. one in passive 
standby. plus two 100 H' amplifiers operating in parallel 
would provide the required level of redundanc~ as shown 
in Fig. 27. Specifications for 300 W equipment \\ere issued 
on this basis. 

The most significant technical feature of the fourth 
channel relay programme has been in the development and 
provision of the 700 W equipment. The 300 W amplifier 
has been based on the TRW TPVS9S p-n-p push-pull 8 W 
peak-sync power u.h.f. linear r.f. transistor and uses 24 
devices in the final amplifier stage to produce 200 W peak 
sync power. The basic schematic of a I 0 0  W amplifier is 
shown in Fig. 27. The complete transposer has recently 
been described.13 and is contained within one rack as 
illustrated in Fig. 28, which also contrasts the existing 
ITV-I 200 W thermionic valve-based transposer against 
the new solid-state fourth channel equipment. 

P.S.U. 'A' 

Low Powel Tranrporw 'B' 

P.S.U. B' 

Lxirl~np New Sohd Slate 
2OOW IN I ZOOW Channel 4 
Equtpmcnl Tnnrporn 

Fig. 28. 200 W complete transposer 

In the case of the 1 kW transposer requirements due to  
the large number of parallel transistors required (> 120), it 
was decided to use thermionic valve amplifiers. In this case 
a main and passive reserve configuration has been 
employed with all-solid-state low-power transposers and 
pre-amplifiers driving a single 1 kW tetrode amplifier. 

4 Programme Path Arrangements at 
Regional Studios 

As previously mentioned, the Channel Four programme 
signal is routed through the ITV regional programme 
contractor's studio to enable the insertion of advertise- 
ments. A schematic of the basic arrangement is shown in 
Fig. 29. During normal programme time from the Channel 
Four studio, and following automatic level correction, the 
sound in sync video signal is decoded and passed on to the 
local PIP  transmitter with a newly generated Insertion 
Test Signal. Advertising time slots are cued by special data 
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Fig. 29. Basic schematic diagram of equipment at regional 
contractor's studio 

signals inserted on line 21 at the Channel Four studio, 
which then automatically switch the outgoing video and 
sound lines to the local studio source, thus enabling the 
inclusion of local advertisements. ORACLE data is carried 
directly from the Channel Four studio via the data bridge 
and ITS inserter. The arrangement for the S4C company in 
Wales is somewhat similar but further complicated by the 
need for the S4C studio to be fed from BBC Wales, 
Harlech and the Channel Four Studio in London. 

5 Future Work and Development 
A large number of relay stations and some 20 mam 
stations have yet to be installed and it is expected that all 
existing IBA transmitting stations will be equipped for the 
fourth channel services by end 1986learly 1987 and will 
provide coverage of some 99% of the UK population. 

In addition recent developments have taken place in 
techniques to improve the efficiency of klystron amplifiers 
by the introduction of klystrons fitted with grids or 
annular beam controllers.14. ' This enables beam 
modulation techniques to be used whereby the beam 
current is reduced during the active picture period from 
that required during the line synchronizing pulse period. 

Two methods are under investigation. First, sync pulse 
modulation which uses a modulation pulse of 300 V giving 
a beam current reduction of 20125% during the picture 
penod. The other method uses both sync pulse modulation 
and additional signal modulation of the beam during the 
active picture period, i.e. 'full time' modulation of the 
beam. These techniques appear to offer an improvement in 
existing beam anode conversion efficiencies from the 
present 45:5OoO to 60•‹/0 or more. Additional pre-correction 
of Imearity, incidental phase, and amplitude frequency 
response is required plus an increase in r.f. drive (3 dB 
approx.) and a delay line to  synchronize the beam 
modulation and r.f. signal. The IBA is now considering 
how these recent energy saving techniques can be 
incorporated in the fourth channel transmitters and is also 
studving the possibilities of closed loop correction to 
improve both stabilitv of performance and efficiency. 
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8 Appendix 1 : Synchronous Detection and 
Derivation of Noise/Signal Ratio with 
Incidental Phase and Random Phase Noise on 
the Vision Carrier 

With reference to Fig. 30, OD represents the carrier vector at 
black level with 4, degrees of incidental phase (or any other 
phase error) and superimposed on this is 4, degree of peak to 
peak of random phase noise. If i t  is assumed that the signal is 
demodulated by a coherent detector at the reference phase then 
the unwanted peak-to-peak noise signal is represented by the 
amplitude AB + BC. Assuming that OD = unity voltage then 

I 
I Referents Phase 

Fig. SO. Phase noise diagram-synchronous detection and 
derivation of noise/signaI ratio with random and incidental 
phase modulation on the vision carrier. 
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I Now 

4 - (cos 4. cos 2 -sin 4. sin 
2 

4 
= 2 sin 4, sin 2 

2 

If 4, is small (which is the case): 

But the video signal modulates the r.f. carrier over the range 
0.2 V to 0.76 V (black level). Therefore 

0.76 
noise to signal ratio = - .0.0175(sin 4,). (4,) 

0.56 

9 Appendix 2: Transmitter Performance 
Specification 

Parameter 
Transmitter equipment 
specification 

VIDEO PERFORMANCE 

Transmitter Modulation Level 
White level 2 0 k  1% 
Blanking level 76+1% 
Gain stability, variation of 
modulation depth at  white level and 
at  blanking level during 24 hours + 1% 

Non-linearity Distortion 
Luminance signal 
(i) Line time non-linearity 5% 
(ii) Chrominance/lurninance crosstalk 1% 

Chrominance signal 
(i) Differential phase - + 3" 

(ii) Differential gain f 3% 
Dynamic gain 

(i) Luminance 1% 
(ii) Chrominance 1% 

(iii) Sync 1% 
Transient crushing 
(i) Luminance 2% 

(ii) Sync 2% 

Linear Waveform Distortion 
Waveform distortion 
2T pulse and bar 
(i) pulse/bar ratio 1%K 
(ii) 2 T  pulse 2%K 

(iii) 2 T  bar response 1%K 
50 Hz square wave response 0.5%K 
Sync overshoots 10% 
Luminance/chroniinance inequalities 
(i) gain + 10% 

(ii) delay + 20 ns 

Video input and output impedance 
return loss -30dB 

Xoise 
Continuous random noise 
(i) r.m.s. weighted luminance -60 dB 
(ii) r m s .  weighted chrominance - 60 dB 
Periodic noise 
L.f. noise (peak-to-peak unaeighted) - 50 dB 
Random phase noise (peak-to-peak) 1' 

Modulation-derived distortion 
Intermodulation products (reserve 
common amplifier only) - 50 dB 
Incidental phase modulation 4' 
Carrier Frequency Stability 
(parts in 10') k 2 

SOUND PERFORMANCE 
F.m. signaljnoise ratio peak 
(i) unweighted 55 dB 
(ii) weighted 61 dB 
A.m. signal/noise ratio (carrier to 
peak a.m. noise level) 45 dB 
Harmonic distortion 0.5% 
Frequency response k0.5 dB 125 Hz to 10 kHz 

k I d B 4 0 H z t o  15kHz 

SOME MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Equipment m.t.b.f. under normal 
service conditions 1500 hours 
Stability of performance Specified performance 

to be met for a period 
of 1 month after 30 
minute 'warm up' 

Teletext eye height > 82% 

10 Appendix 3: The First-order Effect of Source, 
and Load Mismatch on Amplitude Frequency 
and Time Domain Responses 

Consider a lossless transmission line of characteristic impedance 
Z ,  fed from a source impedance 2, and terminated in a load 2, 
[see Fig. 31). If the response of the system is measured from a 
directional coupler which, for the sake of simplicity, is located at 
the plane of the source impedance, then we may proceed as 
follows. 

The output voltage from the coupler (ignoring second-order 
reflection) is given by: 

where 
K = coupling coefficient of the directional coupler (assumed 

constant over the frequency bandwidth considered) 
E, = incident voltage 
p ,  = source voltage reflection coefficient 
p ,  = load voltage reflection coefficient 

P = phase change coefficient of the transmission line 
(= w f l  rad/unit length) 

1 = length of the transmission line. 

Fig. 31. Mismatched lossless transmission line 

Dinclional 
Coupler o lp  = EQ 
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I The transfer coefficient of the system is given by: 

If the incident voltage Ei has an angular frequency of w rad/s 
then the phase shift down the line will be wT rad, where T is the 
time taken for one traversal of the line. Therefore 

Eo jl=wT and - = k(l + p , p 2  e-jZmT) 
Ei 

If the input spectrum is defined as Fi(w) and assuming that p, 
and p, are constant over the channel bandwidth, then the output 
spectrum F,(w) is given by: 

Fo(w) = Fi(w)[l + p ,  p2 e-jZmT] 

The measured frequency response will therefore contain cyclic 
ripples of peak-to-peak amplitude 2p,p2. The amplitude of the 
ripples will be reduced by any attenuation in the line by a factor 
a', where u is the one way of attenuation of the line. 

The frequency of the response ripples can be derived with 
reference to Fig. 32 as follows: 

Fig. 32. Amplitude frequency response with reflections in a 
mismatched transmission line 

If the response undergoes a 1 cycle change in the frequency 
range f ,  to f2 and assuming that the input spectrum is flat, i.e. 
Pi(@) is unity then: 

9 ,  = 2w, T ,  4 ,  = 2w2 T 
Now 

42-41 = 2n 
Therefore 

2w2 T-2w,  T = 2n 
4nf2T-4nf, T = 2n 

2f2T-21, T = 1 
Hence 

I 
f2-f ,  = - = A  

2T I 
An alternative expression for the ripple frequency in respect of 
the length is as follows: 

The velocity of propagation 

Therefore 

If the velocity of propagation is 300 x lo6 m,k, then: 

The response in the time domain can be obtained by using the 
Fourier integral shift theorem. If the spectrum of some waveform. 
which is a function of time flt). is F(w), then the spectrum of 
f l t-T).  that is the original pulse delayed by T. is given by 
F(w)e-jar. T h s  can be demonstrated as follows: 

Suppose we have a time function J t ) .  then the relationship 
between the time function and its frequency domain spectrum is 
given by the Fourier Transform relationships: 

[n the case of the lossless transmission line bemg considered: 

Fo(o) = Fi(w)(l + p , p 2  e-jZWT) 

Then from equation ( 3 )  we may state 

rhen by comparison with (3) we have 

f(t)' = f W +  P I  pzf(t-2T) 
rhat  is, the reflections in the line give rise to  a replica of the 
3riginal waveform shifted in time by 2T, where 2T is the 
-eflection delay time. (In addition the amplitude will be reduced 
~y any line attenuation by a factor of a2, where a is the one-way 
oss coefficient of the line.) 

11 Appendix 4: Level of Regenerated Lower 
Sideband Signals-Luminance Sideband 
Levels 

The maximum level of luminance sideband occurs when there is a 
full black-to-white transition as shown in Fig. 3 3 .  

All levels are relative to peak sync carrier. During the picture 
portion the mean carrier level is: 

Using the conventional trigonometric expansion for a n  
implitude modulated wave the level of the 'worst-case' sideband 
:an be derived as  follows: 

f(t) = Ac(l + mA,(t) cos w,  t )  cos w, t 

AcA,(t)m 
= A , c ~ s w , t + -  

2 
COS (w, + w,)t 

A,A,(t)m + ------ 
2 

COS (w, - w,)t 

This gives the sideband amplitudes as: 

In this picture portion A, = 0.48 and the product 

The sideband level is therefore: 

0.48 x 0.583 
20 log 

2 
= - 17.08 dB 

The carrier level is 0.48 = -638 dB. 
Accordingly the vision carrier was set a t  -6.38 dB below peak 

sync and the upper sideband tone a t  - 17.08 dB. In order t o  

Fig. 33. Vision carrier with full black-to-white transitions 
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found that the regenerated signal was abbut -37 dB below peak 
sync level at sideband frequencies up to 5 MHz. 

10 Appendix 5: PIE Video and Sound 
Performance Specification-Video 
Performance 

Measurement 
Performance with 
equalization 

Signal level 
2 T  pulse/bar ratio 
2T pulse response 
2T bar response 
Chrominance/luminance gain inequality 
Chrominance/luminance delay inequality 
Luminance non-linearity 
Differential phase 
Differential gain 
Transient gain change-luminance 
Transient gain change-chrominance 
InputJoutput return loss, d.c.-6 MHz 
Weighted luminance noise 
Weighted chrominance noise 
L.f. noise pk-pk 
Crosstalk 

simulate the normal operating condition, the beam voltage and 
current of the klystron were set so that the peak sync operating 
level was 1 dB below the saturated o u t ~ u t  Dower level. It n a s  

ACDIO PERFORMASCE 
Sormal maximum output level - -8 dBm 
Gain stability -D2 - dB 
Frequency response -U) Hz-23 kHz 1w.r.t. 
I kHz) -OY - dB 
Harmonic distortion from any tone in the 
range 30 Hz-15 kHz at + 1 1  dBm @5% 
Signal noise ratio. weighted. random. peak 60 dB 
Interchannel crosstalk - 55 dB 

LIMITER PERFORMASCE 
Impedance 
Common mode rejection 
Gain 
Threshold of limiting 

Gain control side chain 

Attack time 

Recovery time 

600 R balanced 
30 dB at  50 Hz 
0 dB 
+ 4  dBm to 
+ 12 dBm 
adjustable 
50 p pre- 
emphasis 
to  be provided 
switchable--0.1, 
0.3, 0.5, 1 .O, 3, 
and 5 ms 
switchable-100, 
200, 400 and 
800 ms 

Manuscripr received by the Institution on 24th February 1983 
Paper No. 2095 lCOMM 359 
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